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We propose that charged leptons are the ‘baryons’ of the gauge dynamics subject to a
SU(2)e×SU(2)µ×SU(2)τ symmetry. The ‘mesons’ of this theory are neutral and thus candidates
for dark matter. There is, in addition, a gauge group SU(2)CMB generating the CMB photon. We
compute the value of αem and the contribution to Λcosmo coming from SU(2)CMB. We qualitatively
explain the occurrence of dark matter, large intergalactic magnetic fields, a lepton asymmtry, the
stability of TCMB, and the deviation from thermal QED behavior of hot plasmas present in the
interior of the sun and terrestial nuclear fusion experiments.
PACS numbers: 12.38.Mh,11.10.Wx,12.38.G,04.40.Nr
In [1] we have developed an analytic, inductive ap-
proach to hot SU(N) pure gauge dynamics. Here we
apply this approach. In the approach [1] we have ob-
served that an SU(2) gauge theory develops an electric
phase (2nd order thermal phase transition), presumably
at a temperature TPE tremendously higher than Tc (de-
confinement temperature), maybe we have TPE ∼ MP
(MP the Planck mass). In the electric phase SU(2) is
spontaneously broken to U(1) by an adjoint Higgs field
φ describing the condensation of calorons [1]. The tree-
level massless (TLM) gauge boson - the photon - acquires
mass by a one-loop radiative tadpole correction, see Fig.
1. This mass is given as
mTLM = 0.433/(
√
8pi)
√
Λ3E/(2piT ) +O(1/e
2) , (1)
where ΛE denotes the mass scale governing the electric
phase, and e is the (large) SU(2) gauge coupling. As a
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FIG. 1: Radiative corrections arising in the electric phase
if gauge-boson fluctuations are assumed to be noninteracting
thermal quasiparticles. (a) - (c) thermal mass corrections and
(d) - (g) corrections to the vacuum pressure. Thin lines are
associated with tree-level massless (TLM) modes and thick
ones with tree-level heavy (TLH) modes.
function of T mTLM has a global maximum at the critical
temperature T cM where a mild 1
st order thermal phase
transition towards the magnetic phase takes place. The
mass mTLM decreases with T
−1/2 as T grows. Taking T
to be room temperature, T ∼ 6.5 × 10−2 eV, the tem-
perature of visible radiation, T ∼ 6.5 eV, the tempera-
ture in the interior of the sun, T ∼ 107 eV and assuming
ΛE ∼ 3.91× 10−4 eV (see below) we arrive at a thermal
photon mass in the electric phase of about 5.9×10−7 eV,
5.9× 10−8 eV, 4.8× 10−11 eV, respectively. The thermal
photon mass is not to be confused with the only valid
bound on the photon mass (∼ 10−14 eV) coming from
precision measurements of the Coulomb potential [2, 3],
see below. In unitary gauge off-diagonal gauge bosons
(V ±) have large tree-level masses (TLH mode [1]) with
small radiative corrections throughout the entire electric
phase. There is one species of quasiclassical, stable BPS
magnetic monopoles and antimonopoles in the electric
phase [1, 4, 5] to which the massive gauge bosons (V ±)
do not couple.
Under the intact U(1) gauge symmetry in the elec-
tric phase the monopole charge g is given as g = 2pi/e
[6, 7]. As the system cools down the electric coupling e
strongly rises from a value very close to zero at TPE and
then quickly relaxes to a value e ∼ 17.15. Close to a
temperature T cM ≪ TPE a regime of logarithmic blow-up
is reached. At T cM V
± gauge bosons decouple kinemati-
cally.
The value e ∼ 17.15, see Fig. 2, is independent of
the initial condition e(TPE ) = 0 as long as T
P
E is suf-
ficiently larger than T cM . Once the system has under-
gone the transition to the magnetic phase by condens-
ing monopoles, the left-over photon is exactly massless
[1] on the magnetic side of the phase boundary. In the
magnetic phase the gauge coupling g and the photon
mass quickly increases with decreasing temperature, see
Fig. 1. The ground state of the system becomes su-
perconducting with respect to the spontaneously broken
U(1) gauge symmetry. Considerably far away from the
transition center vortices form due to a growing size of
monopoles in the condensate [1]. In the magnetic phase,
single crossings of center vortices (topological charge 1/2)
have charge 2pi/g with respect to the massive photon [10].
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FIG. 2: The gauge couplings in the electric and in the mag-
netic phase as a function of dimensionless temperature λE,M ,
see [1]. The ‘nervous’ behavior in the electric case is due to
numerical interpolation errors. The plateau value of e can be
read off at the downward peaks. It is e = 17.15.
At the critical temperature T cM < T
c
E the magnetic gauge
coupling g diverges logarithmically: photons decouple
kinematically, and the system condenses the center vor-
tices. A 1st order nonthermal phase transition takes place
[1]. There are stable ‘hadrons’ with what we call one
unit of electric charge in the Standard Model: ‘baryons’.
Moreover, there is a stable neutral ‘hadron’, see Fig. 3.
Considering naively only a single SU(2) gauge group, the
value of the electric charge is g = 2pi/e ∼ 0.3664. This
would yield αem = g
2/(4pi) ∼ 1/93.6: a value which is
considerably off the measured value αem ∼ 1/137. So
what went wrong in our naive approach to the electric
charge of a lepton?
We propose that the CMB photon and the spectrum of
charged leptons is described by gauge dynamics subject
to the symmetry SU(2)CMB×SU(2)e×SU(2)µ×SU(2)τ
(CMB stands for cosmic microwave background). The
choice of SU(2) factors derives from the experimental
fact that no mass-degenerate charged leptons exist in na-
ture, see below. The scale of the first factor is set by the
CMB temperature TCMB = 2.728K∼ 2.182 × 10−4 eV,
the scales of the other factors are set by the respective
masses of the charged leptons. The gauge dynamics sub-
ject to the SU(2)e×SU(2)µ×SU(2)τ is in the confining
phase: no asymptotic gauge bosons exist here and the
surviving, effective symmetry is a spontaneously broken
local Ze2×Zµ2×Zτ2 symmetry [1]. Charged leptons are the
‘baryons’ of these gauge theories, ‘mesons’ are neutral
and much less massive, see Fig. 3. The ‘mesons’ are can-
didates for dark matter, an interpretation of these parti-
cles is given in [8]. In [9] we have shown that a local Z2
symmetry favors Fermi-Dirac statistic over Bose-Einstein
statistics by a factor two if we assume the thermaliza-
tion of the respective stable ‘hadronic’ states. In partic-
ular, the ‘baryons’ electron, muon, and tau are rendered
fermions as a result of genuinely local Z2 transformations.
The dynamics subject to SU(2)CMB is nonconfin-
ing. This theory is in its magnetic phase close to
the electric phase boundary, where the photon is al-
most massless, see below and Fig. 4. At the tempera-
ture TCMB the CMB photon is quantum entangled with
the (infinitely) heavy photons of the gauge theory with
SU(2)e×SU(2)µ×SU(2)τ symmetry due to their mixing
during an early epoch in the evolution of the Universe
where the temperature was higher than the muon but
lower than the pion mass.
Using this input, we now derive the value of αem. Since
the τ lepton has a very small life-time (δtτ/δtµ ∼ 10−7
but mµ/mτ = 6 × 10−2, decay by electroweak interac-
tions) the photons of SU(2)τ scattered by this particle
were most probably never thermalized. Moreover, the
gauge dynamics due to SU(2)τ is contaminated by strong
interactions for temperatures larger than the pion mass.
But we only want to consider pure electromagnetism
here. At mµ < T < mpi we thus consider the gauge
group SU(2)CMB×SU(2)e×SU(2)µ only. We then have
three species of thermalized photons aiµ (i = CMB, e, µ)
in the plasma which mix quantum mechanically by a
thermal mass matrix (recall, that the tree-level mass-
less modes acquire a mass by radiative corrections in the
electric phase, Fig. 1 and (1)). In a thermal state it
is very reasonable to assume that photon wave functions
a˜iµ are generated by maximal mixing of the photon states
originating from the respective dynamics of each SU(2)
factor, for example
a˜CMBµ = 1/
√
3(aCMBµ + a
e
µ + a
µ
µ) . (2)
and similar for the orthogonal superpositions a˜eµ and a˜
µ
µ.
When the temperature falls below mµ, an epoch of expo-
nential cosmological inflation of scalemµ, which is termi-
nated by a nonthermal 1st order transition, renders the
SU(2)µ gauge theory confining. The photon a
µ
µ decou-
ples kinematically and is almost instantaneously removed
from (2) as a fluctuating degree of freedom. This changes
the wave function normalization of the remaining two
photons by a factor
√
2/
√
3. The new maximal-mixing
superposition still sees the charge of the muon because of
a quantum entanglement with the kinematically decou-
pled photon aµµ. The coherent superposition of a
CMB
µ and
aeµ is now normalized as
a˜CMBµ = 1/
√
2
[√
2/
√
3(aCMBµ + a
e
µ)
]
. (3)
The further removal of aeµ from the thermal spectrum by
a period of exponential inflation of scale T ∼ me does not
imply a new normalization since only the CMB photon
survives kinematically. In the electric phase and away
from the boundary to the magnetic phase monopoles
are much heavier than the photons, mmon/mphoton =
64pi2/(
√
2e) = 25.5. Shortly before the transition to
the magnetic phase they experience a strong drop in
their mass and condense subsequently in the magnetic
phase. This condensation slowly rotates a superposi-
tion of monopoles belonging to different SU(2) factors
to the monopole of the SU(2) factor which undergoes
the electric-magnetic transition (monopole excitations,
which disappear in the magnetic phase, re-appear as
charged leptons in the center phase). We conclude,
3that the above argument for photons does not apply to
monopoles. The factor
√
2/
√
3 in (2) reduces the wave
function of the original photon or, equivalently, the gauge
coupling g → gr =
√
2/
√
3 g. As a consequence, the real
value of αem is
αem = g
2
r/(4pi) ∼ 1/140.433 . (4)
The deviation from the measured value αem ∼ 1/137 is
2.4%! We attribute this small mismatch to the omission
of radiative corrections in our evolution of the gauge cou-
pling e in the electric phase (recall that there is a zeroth-
order in 1/e2 radiative correction to the photon mass).
The result (4) is an impressive experimental confirma-
tion for the validity of the analytic approach to thermal
SU(N) Yang-Mills theory in [1]. The reader may wonder
why we could predict the value of αem from an analysis
in the electric phase while charged leptons, ‘baryons’ of
SU(2)e×SU(2)µ×SU(2)τ , are solitons in the center phase
of this theory. The solution to this apparent puzzle is in-
dicated in Fig. 3 and explained in its caption. The elec-
tric charge is quantized by the single monopole residing in
a ‘baryon’ (or charged lepton) of spin 1/2 as the crossing
point of two center vortices. This ‘baryon’ has precisely
the same charge as a monopole in the electric phase due
to the topological equivalence of a center-vortex crosssing
and and an isolated monopole [14].
In the magnetic phase monopoles condense, the mag-
netic coupling g is precisely zero at the magnetic-electric
transition and the electric coupling e is infinite. The
critical temperature T cE is the only point where a mag-
netic description is precisely dual to an electric descrip-
tion of the underlying SU(2) gauge theory. In the course
of the magnetic-center transition, when center vortices
condense, monopoles re-appear on the crossings of cen-
ter vortices. In a given spatial region, charged lepton
number is not conserved. This leads us to a new mech-
anism for the generation of lepton asymmetry. Recall
Sakharov’s conditions [11] for this: (i) lepton number vi-
olation, (ii) violation of thermal equilibrium, and (iii) a
CP violation in the interaction. We just discussed the
violation of electric charge (in the sense of the Standard
Model) during the magnetic-center transition. So con-
dition (i) is met. The transition to the center phase is
truely 1st order. It is preceeded by an epoch of exponen-
tial inflation (a photon decouples kinematically shortly
before the transition and thus the energy density ρvac
is the one of the ground state, the equation of state is
Pvac = −ρvac). So condition (ii) is met. We know that
weak interactions violate CP due to a 3× 3 CKM matrix
for the three visible charged leptons. So there is a CP vi-
olating phase, condition (iii) is also met. The magnitude
of lepton asymmetry depends on the mass of the charged
lepton since this sets the scale for the strength of the
1st order transition to the center phase. It also depends
on the structure of the CKM matrix. Lepton asymmetry
should then be computable from the measured CKM ma-
trix in the Standard Model and the possibility to estimate
the strength of the 1st order transition. Let us now de-
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FIG. 3: The evolution of an electric charge (in the sense of
the Standard Model) through the three phases of an SU(2)
gauge theory. The dots indicate monopoles. The thin (dou-
ble) lines in the magnetic (center) phase denote (fat) center
vortices. The ‘meson’ in the center phase is not charged un-
der U(1)em. It is a dark-matter candidate. In the presence of
the asymptotic CMB photon there are no other stable ‘bary-
onic’ states (more than one monopole or antimonopole in a
‘baryon’ would either repel or annihilate).
rive a boundary condition for the gauge theory SU(2)CMB
from experimental information. On cosmological scales
we do not see neither center vortices nor do we see light-
mass electric charges at any temperature in laboratory
experiments [12] (monopoles and antimonopoles are ex-
tremly dilute in the electric phase). We do, however, see
a massless photon in the CMB radiation which has an
(almost) perfect thermal spectrum. This leads us to the
conclusion that the CMB temperature TCMB is slightly
lower than the critical temperature T cE of the electric-
magnetic transition. Only for TCMB +0 = T
c
E do we have
a condensate of monopoles (no explicit monopoles!) and
not yet an explicit center vortex in our theory. More-
over, in our theory the CMB photon is exactly massless
at TCMB = T
c
E − 0 due to a logarithmic blow-up of e on
the electric side of the phase boundary rendering g = 0.
As a consequence, the Abelian Higgs mechanism is not
operative close to the phase boundary. So the boundary
condition is: TCMB = T
c
E .
The cooling of the ground state into superconductiv-
ity for T < TCMB will change our universe drastically.
The onset of this regime is already seen in the exis-
tence of large intergalactic magnetic fields. The gen-
eration of these magnetic fields is driven by one-sided
temperature fluctuations which drive the associated, in-
tergalactic region away from the electric-magnetic phase
boundary into the magnetic phase, see Fig. 4. What
is the mechanism that prevents us from running deep
into the superconducting regime? The thermal mass
of the CMB photon in the electric phase jumps from
mTLM = 0.433/(
√
8pi)
√
Λ3E/(2piTCMB) ∼ 10−5 eV to zero
across the phase boundary. In the magnetic phase the
CMB photon acquires mass as temperature drops. As a
function of temperature this creates a potential for the
photon mass with a wall of height ∼ 10−5 eV to the right
and smoothly increasing mass to the left of the minimum
at T = TCMB, see Fig. 4. This effect keeps the CMB
4magnetic phase electric phase
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FIG. 4: Photon-mass dependence on temperature.
temperature stable for about another present age of the
universe. The energy needed for gravitational expansion
is taken from the ground state. The stabilizing effect is
actually seen in a lattice simulation of the energy density
ρ as a small dip of ρ shortly before the deconfinement
transition [13]. In the far-distant future we will have to
cope with increasing magnetic fields and magnetic vor-
tices in our universe until a phase of exponential inflation
will put to an end the existence of the CMB photon.
Since the masses of charged leptons are much higher
than TCMB (me = 5 × 105 eV ∼ 2.3 × 109 TCMB ∼ Λe!)
the dynamics of SU(2)e, SU(2)µ, and SU(2)τ are all
in their confining phase at TCMB. The vacuum energy
densities and the vacuum pressures in all three theo-
ries are precisely zero [1] (this is protected by local
Z2 symmetries). Let us now calculate the electromag-
netic, homogeneous contribution to the cosmological con-
stant. At the electric-magnetic phase boundary we have
λM (0) = (1/4)
1/3×9.193 where due to our above bound-
ary condition λM (0) ≡ 2piTCMB/ΛM and ΛM denotes
the magnetic scale of SU(2)CMB, see [1]. Prescribing
T = TCMB = 2.728K = 2.1824 × 10−4 eV, yields ΛM =
2.368× 10−4 eV. The resulting vacuum energy density is
1/2VM = piTCMBΛ
3
M = (3.1 × 10−4 eV)4. This is smaller
than the commonly accepted value Λcosmo ∼ (10−3 eV)4.
There are two possible reasons for this. First, we have
used a tree-level analysis to determine the critical value
T cE in our approach. Including radiative corrections in
the running of the electric gauge coupling e should yield
a slightly smaller value than λcE = 9.193 since massive
TLMmodes slow down the evolution, see [1]. This should
imply a slightly higher value of 1/2VM . Second, there
are local regions with negative pressure induced by high-
energy particle collisions subject to SU(N) gauge dynam-
ics. After coarse-graining this effect also contributes to
Λcosmo.
Let us now discuss the validity of thermal QED. The
additional photon belonging to SU(2)e can not be seen in
terrestial experiments with hot plasmas up to T ∼ me =
5× 105 eV. The highest temperatures reached in nuclear
fusion experiments are about T ∼ 107 eV - the tempera-
ture in the interior of the sun. Due to the occurrence of a
second photon, the strong dilution of the electron density
in the electric phase of SU(2)e, and a considerable con-
tribution of vacuum energy these plasmas should show a
strong deviation from standard thermal QED behavior.
All solar models rely on standard thermal QED and thus
should be revised. This should have a major impact on
the prediction of neutrino fluxes. As for Tokamaks we
predict a strong increase of the magnetic field at temper-
atures close to the electron mass and a disappearence of
electronic electric charge at about 1.8 times this temper-
ature. This effect could be measured by applying a large
and homogeneous electric field to the Tokamak. Posi-
tively charged ions should then move to one end and no
negative charge should be measured at the other end of
the Tokamak.
To summarize, we have proposed a strongly interacting
gauge theory underlying electrodynamics, and we have
explored some of the consequences of this theory. The
apparent structurelessness of the electron and the muon,
as it is seen in high-energy experiments for the modulus
of momentum transfers away from the electron and muon
mass, is explained in [8].
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